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Black History Month Website 
Website Instructions 

 

 

 

 

Your chosen Influential Black American, will be randomly selected (by me), using a number generator, the 

numbers match the people listed here.  

 

 

Make sure that you learn what is unique about your chosen Influential Black American and what sets 

them apart from other people in history; did they invent something, what was their biggest 

accomplishment? This information, what sets them apart, will be the 2nd hyperlink on your website. Now, 

create a new folder titled, “the name of Influential Black American” inside of your network folder. Here is 

an example of possible folder title, “Percy Lavon Julian”. 

 

 

Now you will begin creating a web page about your chosen Influential Black American. In addition to the 

specific requirements listed below, you must have at least 4 hyperlinks, 3 of which must be done as 

follows: 

 

 

-link (1) will be HOME and will target the main/target portion of your website (minimum of 200 words). 

-link (2) will be specific to your Influential Black American (i.e. Percy Lavon Julian – “Pioneer in the chemical synthesis 

of medicinal drugs from plants”). 

-links (3) & (4) must contain information about your Influential Black American; the focus and content of 

these 2 pages will your decision – try to be cohesive. 

 

 

Links/Pages 2, 3, 4 must have at least 3 thumbnailed images and a minimum of 200 (per page) that 

reflects the theme of the page. You are also required to give credit for all borrowed media and text. 

 

 

Websites can be confusing and I want you to be very organized so that you will not find this lesson 

difficult. You will be required to name/title your various pages a particular way so that the web page will 

function properly. Incorrect titling of web pages will cause points to be taken off your grade. 

 

 

 

All work and media contained in a 1 folder titled after the chosen Influential Black American Zero if not present 

Use of a CSS (external style sheet – style.css) for your website (you choose the amount used, min. of 8)  20 pts  

Website has 4 pages (hyperlinked in a web layout – links to all pages on all pages) 20 pts - 5per 

Starting Page titled, “INDEX” 10 pts  

Page 2 contains information that is focused on the Uniqueness of your individual   25 pts  

At least 9 thumb nailed images 45 pts - 5per 

200 words on each page 60 pts - 15per 

Custom and unique, text/image header graphics on each page (.png = transparent background) 20 pts - 5per 

  

Total Points:  200 pts 

 
 

https://www.google.com/search?q=random+number+generator
http://mrkarmanos.com/yearly_courses/UID/BlackHistoryMonthWebsite/BlackHistoryMonthWebsite_People.pdf

